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 A distributed wireless sensor network to guide navigation of the users in emergency 
situations such as forest fire, sleet and chemical leak detection. The main aspect of the 

proposed system is to identify the dangerous regions and plan a path for each user to 

one or more pre-known exits on the field that lead to safe departure. The sensor 
network assisted navigation is designed based on a Road Map (RM) approach without 

relying on the location information. The road map consists of static sensor nodes 

connected through dynamic path. Without any pre-knowledge of the route, the users 
tend to move towards destination even in presence of obstacles by communicating with 

the sensors. The RM approach is able to cope with the dynamics of the dangerous area. 

Addressing node failures and traffic redirection mechanism is also adopted to give 
congestion free shortest path. The simulation results of the proposed road map approach 

shows that it achieves comparable performance with significantly reduced 

communication overhead and guaranteed safe navigation for all internal users. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) typically consists of autonomous sensors distributed all over the 

topology to monitor physical or environmental conditions. WSN has already found its promising deployment in 

monitoring real time issues. They are used in applications for habitat monitoring, person tracking, road 

navigation, battlefield surveillance and structural monitoring. Recent years have found sensors as best suited for 

navigation purpose by eliminating all the obstacles that a common user may come across. There are many 

successful approaches for navigation problems using WSN with reduced cost and energy consumption. Most of 

the existing approaches require the need for location or demand the user to have a pre-knowledge of where he is 

(Zhu, Y., 2009; Hartl, G., B. Li, 2004). Moreover, when a safe region alarms to be dangerous, it has to be 

intimated to the users beforehand. It demands the road map for updating node status. The time interval taken for 

updating the routing path in the sensor network has to be minimal (Sommer, C., 2011). In addition to this, while 

users are guided on the road map, sensors should keep track on the neighborhood nodes for their active 

performance. If these issues are not addressed, user queries will be interrupted due to misbehavior of sensor 

nodes.  

 The proposed framework is designed based on a Road Map (RM) approach without relying on the location 

information. User queries the navigation system specifying the destination node. The road map consists of static 

sensor nodes connected through dynamic path (Choset, H., K. Nagatani, 2011; Bhattacharya, S., 2006). Several 

variations can be thrown on the path connecting sensor nodes. Those variations are caused by factors such as 

possibility of occurring danger zones in the sensor network and failure of sensor nodes. This threatens human 

safety during the navigation. The RM approach is able to cope with the dynamics of the dangerous area. In 

addition, the distributed nature significantly reduces the network overhead. 

 

I. Problem Specification: 

 The distributed sensor network is designed to rely upon guiding navigation in emergency situations. We 

consider the scenario of navigating human beings on a road map under emergencies, with several dangerous 
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zones that threaten the safety of human life, faulty nodes and congested nodes. The distributed sensor network 

framework has sensor node management to manage the requests and response message from users. User queries 

are directed to the road map consisting of sensor nodes. The actual route is determined through the navigation 

path block present in the architectural framework. It contains navigation algorithms to determine the nearest hop 

distance. Emergency dynamics are handled separately which will consequently update the status into the road 

map. 

 
Fig. 1: Architectural design of Road Map approach. 

 

There are three main requirements for the navigation system. 

 It is needed for the selected routing path to be safe. It should be away from the dangerous region as far as it 

can.  

 To provide congestion free routing path in the context of high traffic situations.  

 The navigation protocol should be scalable. 

 

II. Sensor Network Navigation Framework: 

 The design of distributed sensor navigation system includes six components. They are building the road 

map, guiding navigation on the road map, detection of dangerous regions, faulty node detection, congestion 

control mechanisms and refining route efficiency. The road map is updated in an event-driven concept for any 

changes in the behavior of sensor nodes. 

 

A. Building the Road Map: 

 The topology of the distributed sensor framework consists of sensor nodes deployed in a specified grid size 

(Choset, H., K. Nagatani, 2011). In our proposed work, the milestones are built up in a mesh structure. Nodes 

marking the end of the network are called boundary nodes. Regions on the road map are spilt up into three main 

regions namely: safe region, which is appropriate to navigate, dangerous regions where alarming sensors are 

found and faulty nodes with path indication. All sensor nodes are deployed within equal distances. Initially, the 

transmission range of all sensor nodes remains the same. The basic framework is confined within a specific 

region in such a way that area outside the framework is obviously considered as dangerous.  

 

B. Guiding Navigation on the Road Map: 

 A successful navigation protocol should render maximum possible shortest safe path. In this module, we 

design pathway between the sensor nodes. Node connections are done by calculating the minimum distance 

(Buragohain, C., 2006). Thus each node can have 3 to 4 neighbors. User requests the framework for a navigation 

route by specifying the destination node. Then, the flooding information along with the destination node 

originates from the source. The complete navigation path is not obtained instantly; instead the sequential path is 

determined after reaching a node. The RM approach eliminates getting struck in a hazardous area. Thus by 

locally exchanging the flooding information from one node to another, the framework know all safe nodes at 

any instant of time. 

 

C. Detection of Dangerous Regions: 

 Hazardous areas at any instant of time, is finite. There are several basic types of variation of dangerous 

areas, including emerging, expanding, shrinking and diminishing. Expanding of dangerous areas may switch 

several safe regions to dangerous regions. 

 In our proposed work, dangerous nodes are randomly chosen. In real time situations, alarming sensors 

triggers their led light to red. This way normal sensors and alarming sensors in road map field are easily 
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identified. Sensor node updates itself from the sensory data if it is in the safe or dangerous region. Usually 

sensors in safe regions trigger the flag value to 0 and sensors in the dangerous region triggers the flag value to 1 

(Li, M., 2013). Any changes in the road map regions are periodically checked and updated to the sensor 

memory. Standard temperature and pressure value is fed into sensor processing unit. In accordance to the 

sensing information received, node switch from safe region to dangerous region. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Basic Road Map Frame work. 

 
(a)                  (b) 

 

Fig. 3: a) Expanding of dangerous regions, b) Shrinking of dangerous regions. 

 

D. Faulty Node Detections: 

 Since we provide dynamic path updating, all the sensor nodes should be active to guide navigation. Hello 

packet messages are received by its neighborhood node to check whether the sensor nodes are alive. If any 

sensor node in the network did not receive hello packet message from its neighbor then it is said to be dead. In 

this way faulty nodes are easily identified and isolated from the navigation. A faulty node cannot be idle 

throughout. After little iteration it might be repaired by deploying new sensor nodes. In such cases, update 

dynamics comes handy and the faulty node regains its function. 

 

E. Congestion Control and Traffic Redirection: 

 Sensor Nodes will be able process only specified number of queries simultaneously. If there occurs 

situation when more number of vehicles chooses the same path, then the sensor node might handle more queries 

resulting in congestion. It lowers the response time of a sensor node and its battery power. Hence congestion 

control mechanism (Wan, C., 2005) is imposed. We introduce ∆q value, which specifies the number of vehicles 

a path can support in terms of queries within a particular interval of time. The value is chosen such that, the 

sensor node is said to be in congestion when its ∆q reaches 80% of the usage. All the sensor nodes are identified 

well before it attains maximum congestion. 

 
Fig. 4: Congestion status. 

 

 After the congested node is identified, the vehicles approaching that node should be re-directed to its 

neighboring node. Traffic Redirection principle is put in by the use of the redirection bit in the network layer 

header.  
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F. Refining Route Efficiency: 

 The selected navigation route is chosen in a way that it gives the shortest path without getting into any 

dangerous field. On the road backbone, the path along the assigned directions maximizes the minimum distance 

to the dangerous areas. If the distance of the shortest is larger than the distance from the dangerous area, then the 

point is said to be in the safest place. In the presence of an obstacle, a sensor cannot give the minimum shortest 

path always; as in case of emergency situations. It still gives a user guaranteed safe path with minimum network 

overhead. 

 

III. Simulation Results: 

 The distributed navigation framework is simulated in OMNeT++ 4.3 (Kopke, M., 2008). Initially the 

simulation area is constructed statically and it remains the same all through the simulation period. Sensor nodes 

are deployed in a matrix structure. The battery power and transmission range of all sensor nodes have the same 

value. A routing table is built up at the network layer to determine the next hop. The number of dangerous areas 

is chosen from 1 to 6. Thus at any instant of time, total dangerous area is 5-6% of the simulation area. Updating 

interval is set to 20s, within which sensor network faces variations with respect to the node status. Users always 

head away from the dangerous regions. The following table gives a brief detail of the simulation environment: 
 

Table 1: Simulation Parameters. 

S.No. Parameter Value 

1 Sensor node grid 8*8 

 size  

2 Simulation time 900s 

3 Simulation area 1000 * 1000m 

4 Packet size 1024 bytes 

5 Radio range 250 m 

6 Bandwidth 0-2 Mbps 

7 MAC protocol 802.11 

 

IV. Performance Analysis: 

 To measure the effectiveness of our navigation system, we consider some performance metrics. The RM 

approach is compared with two existing systems with respect to four parameters. One is the Skeletal Graph (SG) 

(Buragohain, C., 2006) based protocol which uses greedy geographic scheme and exhaustive search. Although it 

gives optimal path length, the approach suffers from communication cost. Other approach is the Potential Field 

(PF) (Li, Q. and D. Rus, 2005) based approach protocol. This method completely concentrates on finding 

potential value distance 1/d
2
 for each routing path. The evaluation is done by varying the network size from 400 

to 1000. The performance measures compared to these approaches are as follows: 

 

A. Minimum distance to the danger: 

 For a safe navigation path, the planned route should be at a maximum possible distance from the dangerous 

zone. : The performance ratio for calculating minimum distance from danger is given as d/dOPT. Let d denote the 

minimum distance of the actual planned path to the nearest located dangerous zone. Whereas dOPT  denote the 

shortest path without considering those dangerous area points. Thus it is observed that dOPT should be chosen in 

such a way that it should maximize d in situations. The ratio should go high as the possibility of getting into 

danger will be low. SG and PF approaches are compared over the proposed road map system with respect to 

network size. SG has a performance ratio of 0.4 and PF has a performance ratio of 0.6 (These values are referred 

from (Li, M., 2013)). The road map approach gives 0.9 performance ratio which is quite high compared to the 

existing approaches. Thus preserving the safety of guided users. 

 
Fig. 5: Performance ratio of minimum distance to danger with respect to number of nodes in the network. 

 

B. Shortest path: 

 For any navigation system, shortest path is intended by all type of users. The path efficiency is evaluated by 

recording path length for each query (Veltri, G., 2003). In spite of obstacles, minimum hop distance should be 

chosen to reach the destination. In this simulation, 10 users are navigated along the road map with few 
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dangerous and faulty nodes. The possibility of giving shortest path even in presence of obstacle path has 

increased in the RM approach. The planned route may not always give a shortest route; because the utmost goal 

of navigation is not to head a dangerous path but to preserve the shortest path length (Sommer, C., 2011). Yet, 

the chosen path is claimed to be the shortest considering the dangerous and faulty node regions. Smaller the 

performance ratio; smaller is the path. Shortest distance for each routing path is calculated using hop distance. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6: Performance ratio for shortest path with respect to number of nodes in the network. 

 

C. Path Traversal: 

 Path traversal is the average navigation time taken by the mobile users to reach the destination. Users travel 

with different mobility speed. Since high speed in a forest area is deemed to be dangerous, the mobility speed 

for all internal users is limited to 25m/s. Figure 5.5 depicts the time to navigate internal users by varying their 

mobility speeds in accordance with the update frequency. We infer that lower updating frequency leads to larger 

navigation time. Frequent changes in the network topology will affect the transmission and reception of packets 

and thus causing traffic in the network. Hence larger updating interval of 20s is used for an optimal navigation. 

 
Fig. 7: Path traversal time with increasing human speed. 

 

 Figure.7 depicts the path traversal time with respect to number of users. Number of users is proportional to 

the navigation time. Keeping the percentage of dangerous region constant, the below values are recorded. Since 

dynamic routing path is provided to all users navigation time may vary at various instances 

 

VI. Conclusion: 

 In this research work, a distributed sensor network framework for navigating users in emergency situations 

is proposed. WSNs have paved an efficient way of giving optimal path to the users through sensing 

environmental conditions. Our approach overcomes such emergency dynamics without having to rely on 

location information. Enhancing prior existing navigation systems, it addresses node failures and congestion 

issues that are more likely to occur in a WSN. Variations in dangerous areas and node status are addressed 

through update mechanism for periodic interval of time which makes the sensor network more reliable to 

dynamic users. Network size is increased to validate the performance of the framework. Since high performance 

sensors are user, it is clear that the power consumption is quite high compared to existing approaches. Future 

enhancement can be done to reduce power consumption. As a whole, network overhead is relatively lowered in 

a large-scale network and users are navigated in a safety guaranteed shortest path. 
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